
Tongwei Co., Ltd.

Supplier Code of Conduct

Tongwei Co., Ltd (hereinafter referred to as "Tongwei" or the "Company") is committed to

upholding both commercial value and social responsibility, and is dedicated to conducting

business with higher ethical standards. For the purpose of actively identifying and assessing the

environmental and social risks on the supply chain, Tongwei hereby provides the Code of

Conduct for Suppliers and gives priority to the suppliers observing the Code of Conduct. The

Company is committed to incorporating environmental and social factors into its supplier

management mechanism in an orderly manner, and strengthening the performance

management of its suppliers in the areas of business ethics, human rights, labor management,

environmental protection, occupational safety and health.

With the philosophy of “honesty, trust, fairness, and excellence”, Tongwei requires suppliers

to observe all applicable laws and regulations at the business locations and support them to

constantly reinforce management on sustainable development of the supply chain for creating

a workplace with dignity and moral integrity.

In order to fulfill social responsibilities and commitments on supply chain management,

suppliers and partners of Tongwei shall conduct business activities by the following principles:

Business Ethics

 Suppliers shall ensure that their operations, products and services comply with relevant

national laws and regulations.

 No supplier shall transfer, re-contract or subcontract any right and obligation to any third

party without the prior written consent of Tongwei. Where necessary, suppliers shall timely

and completely inform Tongwei of any business contact with any other supplier,

subcontractor or subordinate partner.

 Corruption, extortion, fraud, bribery and any other violation of business ethics are prohibited

while providing products and services to Tongwei.

 Suppliers shall develop policies and take measures to avoid any conflict of interest or

relevant misconduct, align internal interests with employees, specify the boundaries of

employees’ responsibilities, and strengthen supervision on the execution of duties.

 Suppliers shall uphold “ fairness, transparency and honesty ” in the process of



competition and cooperation, resisting any false information or fraud for competitive

advantage and prohibiting any commercial competition that may cause severe damage to

society.

 Suppliers shall hold and utilize trade secrets, trademarks, patents, copyrights and other

intellectual property without any infringement upon any intellectual property right or any

damage to the reputation of the Company.

 Tongwei enters into Covenant on Good-Faith Cooperation and Fair Competition, Anti-
commercial Bribery Agreement, and Commitment to Integrity with suppliers before

cooperation with suppliers, and accepts reports via hotline (086-028-86188838/028-

86188834) and e-mail (jcb@tongwei.com). Suppliers are encouraged to establish a

complete reporting system and informer protection mechanism to supervise and maintain

favorable conditions of business ethics with Tongwei.

Privacy and Information Protection

 Any information acquired by suppliers through business contact with Tongwei, including but

not limited to information about the business, operations, and policies of the Company,

shall be deemed as confidential, sensitive, and proprietary information, which is forbidden

to be disclosed to any third party, the public, or media unless authorized by Tongwei or

required by laws and regulations.

 Suppliers shall commit to protecting the personal privacy of all business-related personnel,

including customers, consumers, and employees. Suppliers shall comply with the laws and

regulations on privacy and information security in collecting, storing, processing,

transmitting, and sharing personal information.

 Tongwei encourages suppliers to enhance information security capabilities and increase

employees ’ awareness of information security to minimize any jeopardies thereto and

strengthen resilience to risks for the supply chain.

Human Rights and Labor

 Suppliers shall strictly comply with local laws and regulations on labor and human rights,

and abide by the principles of basic labor rights under the core conventions of the

International Labor Organization (ILO). Suppliers are encouraged to conduct compliance

traceability to their labor conditions and establish a labor supervision and constraint system

for the supply chain to ensure all supply chain suppliers meet the same requirements.

 Suppliers are prohibited from any form of child labor, including any person under the

minimum legal working age.

 Suppliers shall eliminate any forced labor or slave labor and comply with regulations on

working hours.



 Suppliers shall ensure that employees’ salaries are paid on time at least for basic needs or

at minimum legal standard while providing sufficient care and benefit to employees.

 Suppliers shall provide employees with respect and equal treatment regardless of ethnicity,

race, gender, or religious belief.

 Suppliers shall provide employees with an inclusive workplace without harassment and

discrimination and strengthen their sense of gain, happiness and security.

 Suppliers shall respect and uphold the employees ’ right to express their demands and

liberty of association and collective bargaining.

 Suppliers shall respect the freedom of employees in choosing jobs and shall neither

retaliate against employees terminating labor contracts nor withhold identity cards,

passports and other documents of employees.

Occupational Health and Safety1

 Suppliers shall provide employees with a safe and healthy workplace, establish a complete

occupational health and safety management system with regular recognition of hazardous

sources in workplace, and standardize safety operations to eliminate working hazards.

 Suppliers shall have the capability to respond to sudden natural disasters, safety production

accidents, and environmental pollution events, and conduct regular emergency drills to

reinforce response to real emergencies;

 Suppliers shall provide employees with training on occupational health and safety and

regular physical check-up to fully protect their rights and interests at workplace.

Environmental Management2

 Suppliers are required to observe the environmental laws and regulations at the business

location and to acquire, maintain and update all necessary environmental impact

assessment reports, environmental permits (e.g., sewage discharge permit), and related

approval documents.

 Suppliers shall not cause any environmental pollution in product manufacturing or service

provision, discharge and dispose of pollutants by state laws and regulations or local

policies, avoid using hazardous materials, and reduce the consumption of

harmful substances to radically minimize or eliminate pollution factors or hidden risks on

environmental protection. Tongwei also encourages suppliers in waste recycling to promote

1For more details on occupational health and safety policies for suppliers, please refer to Tongwei Co., Ltd.
Occupational Health and Safety Commitment and Policy.

2For more details on the policies on environmental management and ecological environmental protection,

please refer to Tongwei Co., Ltd. Environmental Management Commitment and Policy and Biological Diversity
Conservation Commitment and Policy.



the mode and philosophy of circular economy.

 Suppliers shall develop a sense of sustainability in technological reform on energy

conservation and carbon emission reduction, minimize repetitive and excessive packaging,

practice green and low-carbon operations and engage carbon reduction in their supply

chains.

 Suppliers shall try to avoid any damage to the local ecological environment in the place

where they operate, and assess ecological impact before carrying out business activities.

Suppliers are also encouraged to fulfill the obligations on environmental protection and

ecological restoration to eliminate factors or risks of environmental pollution.

 Tongwei adheres to the concept of green and low-carbon development, incorporates some

indicators such as power consumption ratio and water conservation target into the

management of suppliers of key products, and gives priority to those with excellent

performance (namely providing products or services with low impact on the environment).

Conflict Minerals3

 No supplier is allowed in any way to gain profit from, provide support to or assist any party

to violate human rights and humanitarianism during business operations at conflicted-

affected and high-risk areas (CAHRAs).

 Suppliers shall conduct responsible investigations on the mineral supply chain, ensure not to

involve conflict purchase, and only use conflict-free and permitted minerals in accordance

with the Due Diligence Guidelines for Responsible Supply Chains of Minerals in Conflict-

Affected and High-Risk Areas, Responsible Minerals Initiative (RMI), and other international

conventions. Suppliers are also required to communicate this principle to their upstream

suppliers.

Community Engagement

 Suppliers shall maintain close and friendly communication and cooperation with local

communities and respect local culture, traditions, and beliefs as well as the informed

consent right of communities and residents;

 Suppliers are encouraged to participate in community development with more contributions,

thus promoting social and economic growth with sustainability.

Tongwei Co., Ltd.

Date: August 2023

3 For more details on conflict minerals, please refer to Tongwei Co., Ltd. Conflict Mineral Commitment and Policy.



Remarks:

1.The company encourages and supports suppliers and partners to adopt and implement

additional principles and policies, provided that they do not conflict with this policy.

2.The company's business operations strictly comply with the local laws and regulations. In the

absence of specific local legal requirements, this policy shall be followed.

3.This document is interpreted and revised by Tongwei Co., Ltd. The company will update the

document in a timely manner based on domestic and international policies, regulatory

requirements, and industry developments. In the event of any inconsistencies between the

Chinese and English versions of this document, the Chinese version shall prevail.
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